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The Donor of Colours

Charles Nkomo

Editorial
Although he creates in the abstract, there is something very accessible about his
paintings. If you look, you can see the story unfolding: our everyday saga, blessed by his
gift of colours. He paints as if to say, whatever the darkness, there will always be the
rainbow, like when you are told ''there is light at the end of the tunnel.''
You can imagine him as an envoy from God, one of his artists in residence on earth. Sent
to offer respite from the pressure, through his giving of colours.
From Zimbabwe, I am happy to present to you, CHARLES NKOMO.
Editor: Natty Mark Samuels – africanschool.weebly.com – An African School Production
Cover painting from Africa Is Back
The Donor of Colours©Natty Mark Samuels, 2017
https://reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk/2017/09/izibongo-magazine-2017_28.html
http://rastaites.com/izibongo-issues-31-35/

Busy Day
from Art Cloud

from YouArts

Charles
Nkomo

Bulawayo
Charles Nkomo, born in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe in 1974, is a Zimbabwean abstract
expressionist artist. After leaving school in 1993 he studied at the Mzilikaze Craft Centre in
Bulawayo, where he specialized in fine art. Thereafter he became a resident artist at the
National gallery in Bulawayo.
from Amazwi Contemporary Art

Harare
Group exhibitions featuring Charles' work include the Harare International Festival of the
Arts Exhibition in 2000...
In 2006, Charles had a solo exhibition at the Hyatt Hotel Johannesburg and a two-man
show at the National Gallery Harare with Khumbulani Mpofu.
from Kuaba Gallery

Durban
...numerous Visual Artists' Association of Bulawayo (VAAB) Annual Exhibitions and at the
NSA Gallery in Durban in 2004. He was awarded first prize for painting at the 2001 VAAB
Exhibition.
from Kuaba Gallery

Good Times
from Guruve: Unique Contemporary African Art

"This painting talks about the infrastructure. Most people, once they get a roof over their
heads, they feel more comfortable.
"In South Africa [where Charles now lives], people wait for the government to give them a
house. In Zimbabwe, you buy a plot of land and build your own house, and then you feel
house-proud, you feel good.
"So even though times are hard in Zimbabwe, people have energy and pride."
Charles Nkomo
from Guruve: Unique Contemporary African Art

from Amazwi Contemporary Art

Over the years Charles has found fulfilment as an abstract expressionist. His technique
involves a unique blend of colours, which Charles describes are “lyrical”. The abstractions
are typical and depictive of Charles' style in a general sense. However, Charles loves to
experiment with heightened colours along with prominent, elegant techniques in his
figurative works.

from Kuaba Gallery

Johannesburg
Charles Nkomo is a native of Bulawayo, Zimbabwe where he studied at that country’s
National Gallery. He is an impressionist specializing in colorful and narrative paintings that
depict contemporary as well as more traditional aspects of African life. He lives most of the
year in Johannesburg, South Africa, making frequent trips home to his native country.
from Holland Sentinel

Saugatuk
This summer I teamed up with an artist represented by Amazwi Contemporary Art.
Zimbabwean impressionist Charles Nkomo currently lives in South Africa and paints
traditional African imagery on canvas. We met a couple of years ago while Charles had an
exhibition of his paintings in Saugatuk, West Michigan. I gave him a dozen unfinished, but
fired ceramic forms for him to paint on if he had time. He did, and they were all sold
immediately. The light bulb was then lit and discussion began for a large scale
collaboration. This summer Charles lived on my farm for four weeks, creating works
together at a frenzied pace. Almost 2000 pounds of clay was thrown into three dimensional
canvases for Charles, in about ten days for time. There were two large exhibitions of the
work, both being highly successful. Come see the collaborative works in person at the
gallery, each tells a unique story.
Jeff Blanford - Jeff Blandford Gallery - Oct.2013

Amsterdam
Klein Africa Beeldenpark in Amsterdam, was one of two exhibitions of his work in Holland.
The other was Vhufuli Art, in Leersum, Utrecht
sourced from Charles Nkomo

The Kiss
from Kuaba Gallery

Nkomo’s work combines abstract areas of bright deep colour and gestural scenes of
people, animals and villages, an admixture that he describes as “lyrical.

from Explorer's Fine Art

City Sellers
from Art On The Move

"Life in the city is different to life in the rural areas. In the countryside, you see your
neighbours every day, but in the city you can stay two or three weeks without seeing your
neighbours. That's the kind of environment we live in."
Charles Nkomo

from Guruve: Unique Contemporary African Art

Exhibitions
Zimbabwe
South Africa
Germany – England – Holland
America

Murals
Murals have been commissioned by the Zimbabwe International Trade Fair, the Rio Hotel,
the Amakhosi Township Theatre in Bulawayo, and by the Zimbabwe Broadcasting
Corporation, amongst others.
from Gems of Africa Gallery
Dubbed an emerging artist by the leading art magazine, Frieze, the painter and muralist
Charles Nkomo was born in 1974, Bulawayo, Zimbabwe.
from Explorer's Fine Art
Nkomo has continuously participated in joint exhibitions and has also been commissioned
to paint astounding murals for numerous Zimbabwean organizations and corporations.
from Amazwi Contemporary Art

Who Is Next (To Move)?
from Guruve: Unique Contemporary African Art

Charles was thinking about all the people who have moved out of Zimbabwe in recent
years since the current troubled situation began in 2000. Charles was asking himself, "Am
I the next person to go?"
The painting shows a long line of people, all those who have been forced to leave their
homeland.

from Guruve: Unique Contemporary African Art

The Beauty of Nature

both paintings from Mary Martin Art Gallery

Memories

The Donor of Colours

I can see darkness is gripping you,
Your head hung low.
Let's go and see the man of colours,
Whose favourite one is yellow.
Why tarry my friend?
Come let us go.
On to the Donor of Colours,
Onward to Charles Nkomo.

Natty Mark Samuels

from Alice Art

Over the years, I have found fulfilment as an abstract expressionist. My subject matters
are influenced by the social, political, and economic situation of the day while others are
timeless abstracts. I am now resident in South Africa and I am enjoying continuing my
exploration of the world around me , and expressing it through new artwork .
Charles Nkomo

from Mary Martin Gallery of Fine Art

Life In The City
from Guruve: Unique Contemporary African Art

Charles Nkomo, a current resident of the South Africa, was born and bred in Bulawayo.
Bulawayo is a large industrial city in southwest Zimbabwe graced with the presence of the
nearby Matobo National Park. The park has significant populations of black eagles and
both black and white rhino. Wild animals of Africa frequent the canvases of Charles
Nkomo. Distinct brush strokes accompanied with bold colours and chaotic patterns all
unify together to create the subjects of Charles’ paintings. Cities, landscapes, and figures
are other common themes.

from The Art Mag

Mary
Join us on Gallery Row in the famed Charleston Historic District for an enchanting evening
of fine art at the Mary Martin Gallery! This July, we proudly present the ethnic and
energetic artwork of African artist, Charles Nkomo. Influenced by the political economy and
African society, this brightly colored artwork brings light to everyday matters in modern-day
Africa through rose colored glasses of abstract expressionist, Charles Nkomo. Join us as
we welcome Charles to our Charleston gallery on Friday, July 7th 5-8 PM.
...Charles Nkomo’s artwork will be featured through July 31st at the Mary Martin Gallery.
Charles Nkomo is represented by Mary Martin Gallery, 103 Broad Street, Charleston, SC
29401
from Charleston Gallery Association
July 2017
Hailing from Bulawayo, Zimbabwe, expressionist artist Charles Nkomo is known for his
bright, abstract depictions of African landscapes, wildlife, and people. In addition to being a
resident painter at the National Art Gallery, Nkomo—who has shown his work in Africa,
Europe, and the United States—is bringing his talents to Charleston for the first time. Mary
Martin Gallery, 103 Broad St. Friday, 5-8pm. Free.
from Charleston: The City Magazine Since 1975
July 2017

Henri
Art and Design
Study the work of Henri Rousseau, Charles Nkomo and Gakonga. Paint compositions
using their work as a stimulus. Colour mixing
from Year 3 Topic Plan Summer 2017

Breathing Life

both paintings from Art Mag

Nguni In Colour

Colourful
Abstract artist Charles Nkomo’s exhibit opens at Mary Martin Gallery, showing off his
portfolio of colorful depictions of African animals, cities, and landscapes. Nkomo focuses
on modern day issues in his native Africa using bold colors and patterns. The opening runs
from 5 to 8 p.m.
from article by Kristen Kornbluth
Charleston City Paper
July 2017

African
Using the existing forms, Nkomo is choosing traditional and contemporary African imagery
and styles that work best with each individual shape.
from Holland Sentinel
July 2013

Hallmark
The hallmark of Nkomo’s style is aggressive brushwork and strategically placed high-key
colors on his favorite medium: oils or acrylic on canvas. Nkomo’s canvasses appear
effortlessly executed but hide a carefully planned process. His finished works take on a
classic color field painting, illustrated in his rendering of townships scenes, African ladies
and landscapes – all are typical scenes populated by colloquial African groups of the
particular area.
from Amazi Contemporary Art

Sunday

both paintings from Mary Martin Gallery

African Beauty

from Charles Nkomo Facebook

Charles
Nkomo

